
“A Bird Story” Analysis 

A Bird Story, by Freebird Games, is a short, 2D game designed in the style of its predecessor, To 

The Moon. It is a game with only one core aesthetic: Narrative. You play as a small boy traversing 

through a mixture of real life, dreams, and imagination, as he befriends an injured bird. Interestingly, 

while focusing almost entirely on Narrative, A Bird Story has no dialogue or text. Throughout the entire 

hour or two of gameplay, there isn’t a single word (barring, of course, the title screen and credits). 

The procedures of the game remain relatively constant throughout: Arrow Keys to Move, 

Spacebar or Enter to interact with designated objects, and occasionally spacebar to perform other 

special actions (like jumping in puddles or throwing paper airplanes). The mechanics and dynamics, 

however, slowly shift over time. In the beginning of the game, you are very much directed; arrows 

appear telling you where to go, and a faint sparkle indicates objects that are interact-able.  Only a few 

special actions are made available. As the game progresses, however, these mechanics change. Soon, 

the player is being guided by thought bubbles or (occasionally) nothing, and special actions become 

more frequent. 

This shift in mechanics helps to elicit a number of the emotions necessary for the narrative. In 

the beginning, you follow a routine; the player must wake up, walk to the kitchen, grab lunch, get his 

backpack and homework, go to school, come home, do homework, sleep, repeat. There is very little 

player agency; life slowly passes on with no sign of change or variety. The player is supposed to feel 

bored with the dull monotony of the child’s life. As the boy befriends the bird, however, his routine 

begins to break down. The player is no longer guided by the pale arrows indicating the typical course of 

routine. Instead, the player is driven by the boy’s own thought bubbles, and special actions become 

slightly more common. The boy is pulled out of his routine by a desire to help the bird, and everything 

gets more interesting – both for him and for the player. When the bird gets lost, and tone of the story 

changes once more, we find the boy left with almost nothing guiding him. He has little motivation to do 

anything. There are only a few interact-able objects, and no special actions. Finally, at the climax of the 

game, the routine is destroyed – the final set of actions the player will perform is unique. While most of 

the game’s special actions require pressing the space bar, these actions ask the player to press a 

combination of arrow keys. It’s a slight difference, but it is noticeable. Players have to think a split-

second longer than they otherwise would, and that really does break the routine. 

The mechanics: moving around, interacting with objects, and the various ways in which tasks are 

presented (arrows, thought bubbles, sparkles, etc) come together to help create some interesting 

dynamics. In the beginning, there is the dynamic of mindlessly following instructions, reinforcing the 

aesthetic of narrative – it’s exactly what the character is feeling at the time, and A Bird Story makes sure 

its players feel the same way. Outside of “this is where you must go if you wish to progress,” the arrows 

provide no justification for their instruction. Interact-able objects sparkle, giving the player no reason to 

explore or attempt anything off the beaten path. Yet, as the mechanics shift, so do the dynamics. 

Mechanically, arrows become less frequent; thought bubbles take over. The interact-able sparkles 

eventually disappear, making interact-able objects a little less obvious. From a dynamics perspective, 

the story begins to feel more driven and less mindless, even though the player is essentially still 



following instructions. With this shift, the player now has to explore and discover the interact-able 

objects. The dynamic have changed from a mindless following of directions to a driven exploration of 

the world around you. Again, this lends itself directly to the narrative aesthetic. The boy has broken out 

of his thoughtless routine in favor of his own imagination and desire to help the bird. 

Unfortunately, there is one moment in the game where the mechanics and resulting dynamics 

do not reinforce the narrative aesthetic. The designers seem to lose focus of the primary aesthetic, and 

the resulting gameplay feels out of place. There comes a point in the game where the player creates a 

large paper airplane and flies around, trying to find a nest for the bird. It is presented as a pivotal 

moment in the game’ story, and while it is significant, it is by no means the most important or special 

scene in the game. The controls shift to allow for a more freeing movement while the player searches 

the sky, and there are unique, detailed backgrounds used exclusively for this section. Through all of 

these mechanics, a dynamic of carefree discovery is created. This does not fit the current, slightly 

saddened mood of the narrative; the player believes he/she may have to say goodbye to the bird, who 

has, at this point, become a good friend. Unfortunately, the game itself seems more inclined to deliver 

the aesthetics of discovery and, less significantly, sensation at the expense of narrative. The detailed, 

unique backgrounds and beautiful music, coupled with the fact that players have little to do except 

explore and search, do not serve to engage the player further in the narrative. Instead, they leave the 

story at a standstill. It won’t progress for a good few minutes (which is significant in such a short game). 

The sudden shift from narrative focus to exploration is jarring, and feels out of place. Fortunately, the 

game returns to its narrative soon afterwards. 

It is also worth noting how well the game lends itself to analysis under the “Mechanics as 

Metaphor” concept presented by Extra Credits in their videos “Extra Credits: Mechanics as Metaphor I - 

How Your Actions Tell Stories in a Game” and “Extra Credits: Mechanics as Metaphor (Part 2).” As 

mentioned before, the game is devoid of words. There is no dialogue and no text – just actions. Much of 

the story is told through the meaning contained within mechanics themselves. Because the game has a 

clear, directed goal guiding the player, the mechanics-as-metaphor don’t always provide the ability to 

“truly make choices” or “explore through play” to the same degree that Extra Credits attributes to 

Loneliness, but they do still add meaning to the story. There are, of course, the elements discussed 

above: daily routine shifting to become a more thoughtful, meaningful life, but there are other moments 

to consider as well. 

One sequence in particular stands out. Near the start of the game, there is a scene in which the 

boy walks through a playground crowded with children, all standing in groups, talking, and playing. In a 

manner very reminiscent of the game Loneliness, whenever the player approaches these crowds, they 

fade out of existence, only to returning once the player leaves. You cannot speak with them and you 

cannot get close to them. It creates an intense sense of loneliness, and drives right to the core of the 

boy’s isolation. Throughout the game, however, the boy becomes popular. But, near the end of the 

game, when the bird goes missing; the same playground now conveys the depression the player feels 

without his pet. Despite his newfound popularity, he is alone. You wander the playground once more, 

but this time, people do not vanish before you – they turn, wave, and try to speak. They want to interact 

with the player – but the game does not allow it. The other children are still non-interact-able objects.  



The player’s initial desires have become uninteresting. The boy’s character has changed; he does not 

care for popularity anymore, it feel meaningless and empty. The game won’t allow you to interact with 

the children because the boy is not interested in doing so – he just wants his bird back. All of this is 

conveyed through the mechanics just in a few, relatively short scenes, and it creates a very powerful 

experience for the player. 
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